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1 Introduction

1.1 Aim of the demonstration study

The aim of study is threefold:

• to test and demonstrate the nFIESTA technical functionality in the
production of forest information with real data,

• to evaluate the correctness an properties of the implemented estimation
procedures,

• to quantify the efficiency gains in the estimation of above-ground biomass
on forest land when using the high-resolution Copernicus forest type
and cover density maps as auxiliary information.

1.2 The components of nFIESTA

nFIESTA is a software package implemented as a PostgreSQL extension and
developed within the Horizon 2020 DIABOLO project at ÚHÚL. It consists
of various database objects, such as

• a set of “lookup” tables, which define and control various basic param-
eters of system and describe the available data

• a set of related tables, partly with geometry information (PostGIS),
for

– NFI terrestrial plot data

– NFI survey sampling design information

– auxiliary data

– estimation cells, the regions for which the estimates should be
produced (fitted)

– parametrisation areas, regions in which the working models for
model-assisted estimation are fitted

• different tables with intermediate and final results

• various SQL and Python scripts for

– the importation and preparation of NFI plot data and NFI survey
sampling design information stored in an eFOREST 2.0 database
scheme

– the importation and preparation of auxiliary data

– the computation of the working models and the estimates

– the configuration and launch of the batch estimation processes
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The elements of the nFIESTA software and database are described in a
separate report (Kohn et al., 2019). The software is available from GitLab
under EULA license (gitlab.com/UHUL/DIABOLO).

1.3 Workflow and tasks

The estimation procedures of nFIESTA have been developed during the first
phase of the Diabolo project (Ene et al., 2016). The technical functionality
study of the system has been completed in spring 2018. The work on this
demonstration study started in summer 2018 and the results have been made
available in November 2018.

Based on a data use contract between participating countries, the col-
leagues at IGN in France and Thünen Institute in Germany provided a set of
harmonised above-ground biomass (ABG) plot data from the Czech Repub-
lic, France, Germany and Switzerland, which was already used in an earlier
study (Korhonen et al., 2014; Henning et al., 2015).

The participating NFI organisations further provided the national sam-
pling frame (strata) geometries, as well as the value of the auxiliary data
map values at NFI plot locations.

The calculations were done at UHUL in the Czech Republic. The estima-
tion cells of interest in this study have been the 50 km by 50 km cells and the
100 km by 100 km cells of the INSPIRE grid, which allows to evaluate the
properties of the estimates (a) over varying forest and forestry conditions,
(b) over tans-national boundaries with different sampling designs in coun-
tries, (c) over a large number of estimation cells, and (d) against estimates
from the existing eFOREST system which have been done with the same
terrestrial plot data (ENFIN consortium, 2012; Lanz, 2012; Korhonen et al.,
2014; Henning et al., 2015). The eFOREST estimates have been produced
for an earlier study and those results have been made again available by the
Thünen Institute in Germany.

2 Data

2.1 Terrestrial plot data

Above-ground biomass The target variables in this study are the har-
monised above-ground biomass (AGB) at NFI plot location centres, separate
for broadleaved trees and coniferous trees. The biomass is derived according
to national models at single stem level and then, depending on the configu-
ration of sample plots have been extrapolated to the plot level per ha density
value.

Harmonisation In the derivation of the plot level local densities, meth-
ods for making the AGB values comparable across countries may have been
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applied at single tree or plot level (harmonisation), such as adding a certain
percentage of biomass to the national derivation to compensate for trees be-
low the national tally tree threshold, or applying a bridging function for the
inclusion of the biomass in above-ground stumps of living trees which are
normally not accounted for in national reporting. The harmonised AGB in-
cludes all wood in living trees, including in branches, stem tops and stumps.

Plot configurations Both, the plot configurations and the spatial distri-
bution of sampling points over the country’s territory are different in the
NFIs participating in this study. Nested (concentric) circular plot sampling
is applied in the Czech Republic, France and Switzerland (with different sizes
of the nested plots) and angel count (relascope) sampling in Germany. Clus-
ter and single plot sampling is applied in the participating countries: in the
Czech Republic a sampling unit consist of two separate plots, in Germany
of four plots; the Swiss NFI uses uniformly distributed single plots and the
France NFI applies a mixed approach with one to three plots per sampling
unit, depending on regional forest conditions. Furthermore, the French NFI
applies a specific weighting of plots, which is provided by the French NFI
and used in nFIESTA (and eFOREST).

Sample plot distribution The plot density (sampling intensity) is uni-
form over the entire country in the Czech Republic and in Switzerland. In
Germany, it is uniform within sampling strata, but the sample point density
varies between strata, with a densified sampling grid in certain states of the
federation. In France, the sampling density varies in parts and under certain
forest conditions, and the design is described to the nFIESTA (and eFOR-
EST) system in the form of plot-level (technically: cluster-level) sampling
(and/or estimation) weights.

Sampling frame The NFI provided plot locations are given for the entire
territory of the country, with plot centres located on forest and on non-forest
land. Technically speaking, the plot centres are assumed to be generated in
sampling strata and the geometry of these strata needs to be uploaded by
the NFIs to the nFIESTA system. This information is neither available, nor
used in the eFOREST system.

The sampling frames (strata) may slightly differ in the exact meaning
and coverage between the participating countries, namely with regards to
the inclusion and exclusion of lakes and waterways, military and otherwise
protected or not included zones.

Biomass domain There may also be differences with regards to contents
and meaning between the NFIs, and in the definition of the land on which
biomass is actually assessed during a terrestrial inventory campaign. The
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common understanding is to assess biomass on plot centres located on for-
est land, but some countries measure tally trees (assess biomass) on other
wooded land, too, and others may not measure tally trees on steep slopes or
under some other specific condition. Another practical limitation in survey
sampling are missing data, say do to budget restrictions, meteorological or
accessibility conditions.

The nFIESTA approach is as follows: countries provide a non-missing
variable for all plot centres which indicates the plot centre being in the
biomass domain (a value of 1) or not in the biomass domain (0), and the
extent of the biomass domain is roughly identical to the forest (without other
wooded) land. A value of -1 indicates plots located within the biomass do-
main, but with AGB data missing, In this case, the biomass domain variable
is set to zero.

The local density of AGB is, by definition, zero for plot centres located
outside the biomass domain, and may be missing, zero or larger than zero for
plot centres located inside the biomass domain. In the estimation procedures,
missing plot values for AGB are currently treated as (and have to be set to)
zero, even if this could be considered to lead to a systematic under-estimation
of the AGB.

Plot location The plot centre locations were provided in a degenerated
form, which means that the exact coordinates of the plot centres is not known
to the nFIESTA (and eFOREST) system. However, the association of plot
centres with sampling strata and estimation cells was verified and uploaded
during this study, together with sampling strata geometries.

The participating NFIs did also extract and provide the auxiliary vari-
able values for plot locations. In this study the auxiliary data were taken
from two Copernicus maps and the auxiliary data are used to fit the working
models in the regression estimators. The positional lack of precision can be
considered to be quite small, although there certainly are still some posi-
tional inaccuracies in the determination of terrestrial plot locations. The
geometric accuracy of the thematic maps is described as being less than half
a pixel (Langanke, 2017).

2.2 Auxiliary data

The following thematic maps have been used in this study:

• Copernicus high resolution layer: Forest Type (FTY) 2012 (Langanke,
2017), 20 m/pixel, classification in non-forest, broadleaved forest, conif-
erous forest, unclassifiable area

• Copernicus high resolution layer: Tree Cover Density (TCD) 2012 Lan-
ganke (2017), 20 m/pixel, level of tree cover density in a range from
0-100%, unclassifiable area
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The following auxiliary variables have been used in the working models
for estimation:

• fnf: forest vs. non-forest classification (FTY 2012, 2 categories)

• fty: non forest, dominant broadleaved forest, dominant coniferous for-
est (FTY 2012, 3 categories)

• tcd: tree cover density (TCD 2012, numerical values 0 to 100)

2.3 Estimation cells

All estimates have been produced for the 510 INSPIRE grid cells 50 km by
50 km and for the 147 INSPIRE grid cells 100 km by 100 km which had at
least two NFI plots.

Two technical and statistical challenges are that (a) an estimation cell
may extend over different sampling strata with data from different countries,
and that (b) only a (very small) part of the cell may be actually covered by
sampling strata (sampling frames). The latter occurs at the Atlantic and
Mediterranean coast of France and Corsica, at the North Sea and East Sea
coast of Germany, and at the border to countries not participating in this
study, which are the neighbouring countries Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia and
Spain.

3 Method

3.1 Population parameters of interest

The population parameters tested in this study are the following:

• biomass domain (in ha): surface area of the land which is (a) in the
estimation cell, and (b) in a sampling stratum, and (c) considered in
the biomass domain according to the respective NFI plot variable

• total biomass (in tons): total above-ground biomass stock, in (living)
trees standing in the biomass domain

• average spatial density of biomass per ha biomass domain (in tons per
ha): the ratio between the total biomass and the surface area of the
biomass domain

The above-ground biomass has also been estimated separately for decid-
uous trees and coniferous trees. In the population, the total biomass in the
deciduous and in the coniferous trees and the average per ha biomass den-
sities in deciduous trees and coniferous trees sum-up, by definition, to the
total biomass (over broadleaved and conifers) and to the average density of
the total biomass (over broadleaved and conifers) in the biomass domain.
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3.2 eFOREST estimates

Based on the same sample of NFI plot data, all parameters of interest were
already estimated for all estimation cells in an earlier study with the existing
eFOREST estimation tool (ENFIN consortium, 2012; Lanz, 2012).

In that study, NFI plot data from nearly all European countries were
used. For this reason are the estimates produced with the eFOREST system
not compatible with the estimates produced with the nFIESTA system in
case of estimation cells leaning out of the study area covered by this demon-
stration study. For example, for an estimation cell at the border of Germany,
Poland and the Czech Republic, the eFOREST estimates refer to the joint
biomass domain of the three countries, while the nFIESTA estimates refer to
the joint biomass domain between Germany and the Czech Republic, only.
The same effect occurs for estimation cells shared with other countries not
participating in this demonstration study.

Further note: only direct estimation from the terrestrial plot data with-
out making use of auxiliary data is available from the eFOREST system,
and the eFOREST estimators are slightly different from the nFIESTA direct
estimators.

3.3 nFIESTA estimates

In addition to single-phase estimators a modified direct “survey regression”
or generalised regression (GREG) estimator has been implemented in the
nFIESTA system (Särndal et al., 1992; Rao, 2003; Mandallaz, 2008). The
main characteristics of this GREG type of estimator are:

• The generalised least squares (GLS) estimation technique is applied
to compute the coefficients of the working model linking the auxiliary
data with the target variable observed on the terrestrial plots.

• For the fitting of the coefficients of the working model, the estimator can
be optionally configured to borrow strength from outside the estimation
cell (modified direct estimation).

• However, the estimator does not increase the effective sample size and
the plots from within the estimation cell largely determine the overall
statistical properties of the estimates.

• The estimator are consistent for a reasonably large number of NFI
plots in the estimation cell.

• A GIS operation is needed to compute the total of the auxiliary vari-
ables within the reduced part of the estimation cell, which is the part
of the estimation cell covered with NFI sampling strata.
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• The plot inclusion densities - in the sense of Cordy’s extension of the
Horvitz-Thompson theorem (Cordy, 1993) - are re-constructed from
the relative plot weights, if any, and the sampling strata sizes provided
by the countries.

• Under cluster sampling, the geometry (shape) of the sampling strata
is used for the re-construction of the inclusion density of the clusters
in a stratum.

• The second-order inclusion densities between NFI clusters (or plots,
under single plot sampling) located in the same sampling stratum are
needed for variance estimation. Under unequal cluster (plot) weights
these joint inclusion densities are re-constructed under the assumption
of an importance sampling of the clusters (plots) within the stratum.

• The nFIESTA application technically expands clusters to their full
nominal size, and the working models are fitted at cluster level.

Total estimators were complemented by corresponding estimators of a
ratio. Both, single-phase as well as ratios using auxiliaries in the nominator
and/or the denominator of the ratio were implemented.

The details of the estimators available in nFIESTA are given in a separate
technical report (Adolt et al., 2019).

Minimum sample sizes In this study, a minimum of two terrestrial NFI
plot centres was required to be located in an INSPIRE grid estimation cell
for the cell being accepted for estimation.

The working model for the (modified direct) GREG estimators were fitted
in 100 km by 100 km parametrisation areas, while neighbouring parametrisa-
tion areas were potentially merged to get a minimum of 100 sample locations
(clusters).

So for 100 km by 100 km INSPIRE grid cells the actually used estimator
was a GREG (the cell and parametrisation area were identical), while for
50 km by 50 km cells the estimator corresponded to a modified direct GREG.

Cases and working model The demonstration study has been conducted
with different specifications:

• estimation cells: (a) INSPIRE grid estimation cells of size 50 km by
50 km and (b) INSPIRE grid estimation cells of size 100 km by 100 km

• target variables: (a) total above-ground biomass, (b) above-ground
biomass in coniferous trees and (c) above-ground biomass in broadleaved
trees
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• population parameters of interest: (a) total biomass, (b) total surface
area of the biomass domain, and (c) average spatial density of biomass
in the biomass domain

Furthermore, various working models have been tested in the demon-
stration study, representing the different combinations of auxiliary data in
different model structures.

Here, we report and evaluate estimates resulting from the use of the
full set of auxiliary data. In this model, the auxiliary variables are used as
additive effects and interaction effects between auxiliary variables are also
used in the model. In a simplified notation, the structure of the model and
the vectors of the matrix for GLS estimation can be written as

y = FTYnon +FTYcon +FTYdec +FTYcon ∗ TCD+FTYdec ∗ TCD+ TCD

where FTYnon, FTYcon and FTYdec are the categories of the forest type
map, and FTYcon ∗ TCD and FTYdec ∗ TCD are interaction terms with the
tree cover density map. The model can be intuitively understood as allowing
a separate linear regression within each forest type category, where the linear
model is between plot AGB values y and the tree cover density TCD, with
intercept terms.

4 Results

4.1 Sample and strata sizes

Number of sample plots In Figure 1, the 510 INSPIRE 50 km by 50 km
grid cells, which have been used as estimation cells in the study, are shown,
together with the number of NFI field plots printed for each cell.

The estimation cells at the border to the sampling strata included in this
study may contain a low number of NFI terrestrial plots (Figure 2).

In the comparison of the nFIESTA estimates with the eFOREST esti-
mates, we need to consider the following restrictions:

• in many estimation cells at the boundary of the study area, the eFOR-
EST estimates are with respect to forest land, biomass and biomass
domains which include neighbouring countries

• the only estimation cells which are reduced to the same part of sam-
pling strata are probably those along the Atlantic and Mediterranean
border of France

• the other estimation cells at the demonstration study boundary are
complete in the eFOREST, because those estimates include NFI plot
data from the Netherlands, Denmark, Poland, Slovakia, Austria and
Italy
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Figure 1: Number of terrestrial NFI plots in each of the 510 estimation cells of
50 km by 50 km surface area. The number of plots varies between 2 (near
Bordeaux and Torino) and 3124 (north of Paris). There is the same
number of estimation cells in each colour class.

Figure 2: Relative number of terrestrial NFI plots in each of the 510 estimation
cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area. There are marginal differences in
the plot centre positions used in eFOREST and nFIESTA for France
and the Czech Republic. The differences are marginal for estimation
cells located completely within strata, and are quite large at the bound-
ary of the study area, mostly due to missing plots from neighbouring
countries. There is the same number of estimation cells in each colour
class.
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Figure 3: Relative deviation of the sampling strata surface areas in nFIESTA and
eFOREST for the 23 sampling strata defined in the study. Some of them
are too small and would have been foreseen to be collapsed, especially in
Germany. In each of the five classes is the same number of sampling
strata.

Strata sizes There are slight differences in the NFI provided size of the
sampling strata to the eFOREST and the nFIESTA system. For this demon-
stration study, the geometry of the sampling strata has been uploaded, be-
cause this information is needed for the regression estimates. The marginal
differences are shown in Figure 3.

4.2 Point estimates

Mainly to give an overview over the forest conditions in in the study area
we provide the regression estimates for the total surface area of the biomass
domain, total above-ground biomass and the average biomass stock density
on biomass domain for the estimation cells in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6.

In these estimates the best model as described in section 3.3 has been
used in the use of the auxiliary data.

The four countries participating in the demonstration study have a simi-
lar average share of forest land (20-40%), but the distribution of forest land
over regions is quite varying. The median across the 510 estimation cells is
around 50’000 ha, which corresponds to a share of 25% in an estimation cell
completely covered by an NFI sample (sampling strata).

Negative estimates are produced for all parameters, which are estimates
that are not possibly in reality by definition of the parameters. The reason
is twofold. On the one side, they do only occur under regression estimation.
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Under direct estimation without making use of auxiliary data, negative es-
timates do not exist. On the other side are negative estimates possible in
the current implementation of the system, so not likely. Mathematically this
happens, when the working model predicts for the estimation cell a very low
value of the parameter of interest and when, at the same time, the working
model over-estimates on average the observed target variable values on NFI
plots.

In the current demonstration study, we intentionally produced the re-
sults in a rather schematic workflow. The negative estimates illustrate the
limitations of the system, even and actually specifically under model-assisted
estimation:

• in 7 out of the 9 estimation cells with negative biomass domain esti-
mate, none of the NFI sample plot centres is inside a biomass domain;
thus, the terrestrial, direct estimate would be zero;

• in five of these cases, the number of NFI field plots is less than 8;

• the other estimation cells with a negative biomass domain estimate
are in the Camargue region in France (579 and 327 NFI plots), in the
western part of the Swiss Alps on the border to Italy (72 plots) and on
the Islands in the Gulf of Morbihan in Brittany, France (38 plots);

• in 6 out of these estimation cells, the total biomass is also negative;
the total biomass estimate is further negative for another estimation
cell in the the eastern part of the Swiss Alps, again at the border to
Italy and with only 11 NFI plot centres;

• only for 3 estimation cells results also a negative biomass density: the
estimation cell in the eastern part of the Swiss Alps and the two cells
in the Camargue.

The evident conclusion from this short analysis is that the auxiliary data
maps evidently predict forest land under conditions which are not considered
forest land (or being part of forests land on which trees are measured for
biomass assessment) by the respective NFIs in France and Switzerland. In
the Alps, it is known to be difficult to distinguish forest land from other
wooded land from aerial photographs and satellite imagery, and it is not
unlikely that filed plots are not accessible for tree measurements and the
resulting NFI plot values is zero - in the current implementation of the
system. The situation seems likely to be similar, under completely natural
vegetation of trees and shrubs, in the Camargue region and on the islands
in Gulf of Morbihan.

At the technical level, one concludes that survey sampling (design-based)
estimation is, of course, difficult and not recommended for a sample size of
less than 20 to 30 plots. Often the precision of such estimates is very low
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Figure 4: Total surface area of the biomass domain: nFIESTA regression esti-
mates using auxiliary data for the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km
surface area. In each of the five coloured classes is the same number of
estimation cells.

so that the user is warned that the estimate is not reliable, but this may -
by chance - not be the case, which, however, does not necessarily mean that
the estimate is reliable.

Because there has not been a use case for the actual estimates from this
study, we did not investigate too much into model fitting. For instance
the regions in which the model are fitted play and important role - the
system allows to flexibly define arbitrary optimal regions for model fitting.
We simply used 100 km by 100 km parametrisation areas thinking they are
large enough to fit the working models and at the same time not too large
with in terms of geographical homogeneity of true model parametrisation.
If one knows that certain regions (vegetation and forest types) are difficult
to model it is recommended to use expertly defined parametrisation areas in
order to address the major source of specificity and increase the explanatory
capabilities of the model.
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Figure 5: Total biomass: nFIESTA regression estimates using auxiliary data for
the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area. In each of the
five coloured classes is the same number of estimation cells.

Figure 6: Average biomass density on biomass domain: nFIESTA regression esti-
mates using auxiliary data for the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km
surface area. In each of the five coloured classes is the same number of
estimation cells.
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4.3 Relative deviation of point estimates compared to the
eFOREST estimates

Direct estimates: without auxiliary data In the estimation of the
total biomass and the total surface area of the biomass domain, the same
estimators are used in the respective applications. The only difference is in
the value of the target variable.

Form the observed deviation in the total biomass and total surface area
estimates (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) we conclude

• we do not see all numbers, but the relative deviation (or difference) is
less than 1% for estimation cells completely contained in the sampling
strata

• the pattern of slight under- and over-estimation of the total biomass
and the total surface area of the biomass domain seems exactly the
same, i.e. a estimation cell with an overestimation in the biomass
exhibits also and overestimation in the domain size

• also, the amount of deviation is the same for both parameters

• the two estimators are not exactly identical, but the actual reason
for the difference between eFOREST and nFIESTA is certainly the
difference in the distribution of NFI plots on the cells and the difference
in the size of the sampling strata (see section 4.1)

For the estimation of the ratio (Figure 9), one would have expected to get
exactly identical estimates under point sampling (France, Switzerland) and
slight differences under cluster sampling (Czech Republic, Germany). The
slight numerical differences might be the result of a different treatment of
missing NFI plot values, and again for the slight difference in the distribution
of the plots on the estimation cells.

We have only 4 cells to compare the cross-boundary estimates (between
France and Switzerland). The relative deviation is very small.

Modified direct regression estimates: with auxiliary data There
are basically no new and systematic effects compared to the direct estimates
without auxiliary data (Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12). The effects explained in
the above paragraph are still in place. The relative deviation for cells at the
Atlantic coast in France is a bit more varied than under direct estimation
without use of auxiliary data. This is very much expected, because of (a)
the high sampling error due to the low number of NFI plot plots, and (b)
the regression model likely fitted with data from outside the cell.

The German results are a bit special. A slight issue may exist in terms
of using NFI plot data which are still a bit different from those which had
been used in the eFOREST estimation. There might also be small effects
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Figure 7: Size of biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA direct es-
timates without using auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST esti-
mates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 kmm by 50 km surface area of
the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number
of estimation cells.

Figure 8: Total biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA direct es-
timates without using auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST esti-
mates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the
demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of
estimation cells.
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Figure 9: Total biomass density in domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA
direct estimates without using auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST
estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of
the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number
of estimation cells.

with respect to certain federal states and geometries of their strata (some
German strata are very small).
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Figure 10: Size of biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified
direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST esti-
mates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the
demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same number
of estimation cells.

Figure 11: Total biomass: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified direct esti-
mates with auxiliary data compared to the eFOREST estimates in the
510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstra-
tion study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation
cells.
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Figure 12: Biomass density in biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFI-
ESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the
eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km
surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is
the same number of estimation cells.

4.4 Relative deviation of point estimates under direct vs.
regression estimation

Here we compare the nFIESTA regression estimates with the direct esti-
mates, which do not make use of the auxiliary data.

The expectation is to have no systematic deviation between the two es-
timates for all populations parameters. Numerical differences, however, are
expected. The figures show these effects very nicely (Fig. 14, Fig. 13, Fig. 15)

There is one a bit disturbing point. In this comparison, we can use
all estimation cells, including cells at the border to neighbouring countries
and estimation cells in Germany. For Germany - other than for the other
countries in the demonstration study - we seem to have a very slight over-
estimation of the average biomass on the biomass domain under regression
estimation (Fig. 15). There might be an overseen tweak in the preparation
of the data or the parameters of the estimation runs, which lead to this
effect. The German NFI applies cluster sampling with four plots per cluster
and provides the plot data in several sampling strata with varying cluster
densities (but with the same cluster configuration in all strata).
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Figure 13: Size of biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified
direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the nFIESTA direct
estimates without auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km
by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five
classes is the same number of estimation cells.

Figure 14: Total biomass: relative deviation of the nFIESTA modified direct esti-
mates with auxiliary data compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates
without auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km
surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is
the same number of estimation cells.
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Figure 15: Biomass density in biomass domain: relative deviation of the nFI-
ESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the
nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in the 510 estima-
tion cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study.
In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.

4.5 Standard error estimates compared to the eFOREST es-
timates

Direct estimates: without auxiliary data This is a comparison be-
tween the standard error estimates produced by the nFIESTA application
and the standard error estimates produced for the same estimation cells with
the eFOREST application. In both cases, no auxiliary data are used.

The new estimators in nFIESTA are different from those used in eFOR-
EST. In eFOREST the surface area of estimation cells is not known and never
used, even if in the special case of the geometric estimation cells of 50 km by
50 km INSPIRE grid cells they would in fact been known. The standard er-
ror estimator for totals could be interpreted - though formally implemented
and derived in a bit different way - as a design-consistent estimator of the
standard error Ŝs〈Ŷ 〉 of the mean of the target variable (including non-forest
plots and plots outside the domain of interest, which are set to zero) in the
estimation cell which is multiplied by an estimate λ̂s of the cell size. In
both estimators, relative weights of the plots (clusters) are used, which are
standardised across all sampling strata to the area represented by each plot
(cluster). This approximation is problematic for two reasons: first, the sur-
face area λs of cells is replaced by an estimate λ̂s which may deviate from the
true value, especially if the sample size is small, say at the border to the open
sea. Second, the estimator Ŝs〈Ŷ 〉 of the standard error of the mean is an
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Figure 16: Standard error of the size of the biomass domain estimate: relative
deviation of the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data com-
pared to the eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km
by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of the five
classes is the same number of estimation cells.

ad-hoc approximation which is problematic and not well known properties
for estimation cells across more than one sampling stratum.

For this reasons, two new standard error estimators have been imple-
mented in nFIESTA. The first estimators does not take the actually known
surface areas of the estimation cells into account. The results are given in
Figure 16 for the domain size estimates, in Figure 17 for the total biomass
estimates and in Figure 19 for the biomass density estimates. This estimator
is, as expected, less precise than the eFOREST estimator for the estimation
of totals. The exceptions are a few artefact cases at the study area border
or in case of extremely small estimation cells.

The new nFIESTA error estimator seems particularly inefficient for es-
timation cells which are small compared to the size of the sampling strata
from which the plots are originating from, as example in the case of estima-
tion cells crossing strata boundaries. In the case of plot weights and varying
plot densities within stratum as in France, the nFIESTA estimator provides
markedly less precise estimates than the eFOREST estimator in areas with
a high plot density.

It remains to mention that the new nFIESTA estimator is design-consistent
and does not rely on assumptions (which may not be true) as the eFOREST
estimator does. Nevertheless, the method of variance estimation in the case
of unequal plot density designs, as in France, remains to be further investi-
gated, including the correctness of the calculations within this case study.
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Figure 17: Standard error of the total biomass estimate: relative deviation of
the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data compared to the
eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km sur-
face area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the
same number of estimation cells.

The standard error estimates for the biomass density are mostly the
same with eFOREST and nFIESTA, for the Czech Republic, Germany and
Switzerland (Figure 18). This is expected, because the two estimators are
basically the same. The estimators differ in case of varying plot weights
within a stratum and in the estimation cells extending over more than one
sampling stratum. From a visual interpretation of the graphics, it seems that
the nFIESTA estimator tends to calculate a higher statistical error than the
eFOREST estimator for estimation cells extending across sampling strata.
For France, the nFIESTA estimates are markedly lower then the eFOREST
estimates. The cause of this effect needs further investigation.

The new nFIESTA estimator for totals with known surface was not eval-
uated for estimation cells crossing over more than one sampling stratum (the
reason was only the time needed for the preparation of intersection of cells
and strata geometries which must be further adjusted in case of strata using
clusters, see the report by [p. 4–12] Adolt et al. (2019). The comparison
with the eFOREST estimates is therefore given for estimation cells located
completely within a single stratum only (Figure 19 and Figure 20).

As expected are the estimates mostly identical for the Czech Republic,
Germany and Switzerland. Note, however, that the eFOREST estimates are
actually pretending the precision of those estimates without actually using
the information about the correct surface area of the cell, so that the observed
deviations in the range of around ± 3% are expected (for the given sample
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Figure 18: Standard error of the biomass density in biomass domain estimate:
relative deviation of the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary
data compared to the eFOREST estimates in the 510 estimation cells
of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study. In each of
the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.

sizes). In the new version of the estimator, the true surface area of cells is
really available. In other words: while the combination of point and interval
estimation is now design-consistent in the nFIESTA system, this is not fully
the case with the eFOREST system.

The results for France are a bit disturbing. The reasons behind this
observation remain unexplained at the moment - we can’t rule out imple-
mentation errors (in eFOREST or nFIESTA) and methodological issues may
still exist e.g. with respect to the relative weights derivation (performed by
the countries during NFI data provision to eFOREST database).
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Figure 19: Standard error of the size of the biomass domain estimates: relative
deviation of the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data and
known surface area of strata withing cells compared to the eFOREST
estimates in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area
of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same
number of estimation cells.

Figure 20: Standard error of the total biomass estimates: relative deviation of the
nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data and known surface
area of strata withing cells compared to the eFOREST estimates in the
510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstra-
tion study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation
cells.
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4.6 Efficiency gains with auxiliary data

The basic idea of the new nFIESTA estimation system is to produce more
precise estimates through the use of auxiliary data at the estimation stage.
Here we express these gains relative to the precision achieved in the estima-
tion without auxiliary data.

The comparison of gain is mostly identical whether expressed in standard
error or variance. When expressed in standard error, the relative gain is
interpreted as the end-user gain achieved in the precision of the result (the
percentage by which the half width if the confidence interval shrinks). When
expressed in terms of variance, the relative gain is often interpreted as the
gain in the sampling (the percentage of plots that could be omitted to still
get the same precision of the estimates).

Relative gain in standard error With the available auxiliary data, one
expects important gains in the estimation of the biomass domain, no marked
gain in the estimation of the biomass density in the biomass domain - unless
the biomass stocks or the target variable variability are markedly different
in stands with dominant coniferous trees compared to stands with dominant
deciduous trees, and an intermediate but still marked gain in the estimation
of the total biomass.

The results are as expected in the sense that the gains are similar in the
estimation of total biomass and in the estimation of the total size of the
biomass domain (forest land). Actually, the following effects can be seen
from the figures (Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23):

• In the estimation of the size of the biomass domain, the gain can be
expected highest when the share of the biomass domain (forest land)
in the cell is around 50% forest land, and the gain is lowest for cells
with a very low and equally for a cell with a very high share of the
biomass domain.

• This effect is not necessarily seen immediately from the graphics, but
the gain in standard error compared to direct estimation without aux-
iliary data is important and more than 60% in most regions.

• Despite a potential implementation bug with the direct estimation as
mention in the previous section, the reduced gain in France may be
caused by the the fact that the the sampling densities in France to
certain degree reflect the spatial variation of the biomass domain. So
even the single-phase estimators perform relatively very well and only
a little space has left for further improvements using (in principal very
similar) auxiliaries.

• The classification of forest vs. non-forest - and therefore the gain in
standard error is less high - is certainly less precise under certain con-
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Figure 21: Size of biomass domain estimate: relative gain in standard error of
the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared
to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in the 510
estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration
study. In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation
cells.

ditions, such as in the Alps and in other landscapes with a mixture of
and transition between other wooded land and forest land.

• The gain in the total biomass estimation is still very high, more than
50% in most parts of the Czech Republic, Germany and Switzerland.
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Figure 22: Total biomass estimate: relative gain in standard error of the nFI-
ESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data compared to the
nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in the 510 estima-
tion cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demonstration study.
In each of the five classes is the same number of estimation cells.

Figure 23: Biomass density in biomass domain estimate: relative gain in standard
error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data
compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in
the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demon-
stration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of esti-
mation cells.
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Estimation of biomass in coniferous and deciduous trees The aux-
iliary data used in this study includes a map separating forest land predom-
inantly stocked with coniferous vs. deciduous trees.

In this case, we estimate the biomass in coniferous and respectively decid-
uous trees on the total biomass domain (not on the domains of predominant
coniferous and respectively deciduous trees). We expect a high gain, when
most of the biomass in coniferous trees is on forest land which is recognised
as predominant coniferous forest, and similar for deciduous trees. In other,
if the mixture of deciduous and coniferous trees is dense (horizontally and
vertically), we may not expect important gains in the estimation of total
biomass in coniferous and deciduous trees.

Because the variability of target variable plot values is higher for biomass
in coniferous trees and biomass in deciduous tress than for the total biomass,
the expected gain in total biomass estimation is lower in these variables,
which is confirmed through the analysis (Figure 24 and Figure 25). The
gains are slightly higher for the estimation of the total biomass in coniferous
tress than for the total biomass in deciduous trees.

As an average, the relative gain in standard error estimation of the total
biomass in coniferous trees is around 30% for estimation cells in Switzerland,
around 60% in the Czech Republic and more than 70% in larger parts of
Germany. The respective numbers are 10%, 20% and 50% for the estimation
of the total biomass in deciduous trees. However, these are only benchmarks
and the range is high, according to the various types of forests throughout the
region. We excluded again France in the discussion for the reason mentioned
above.

The role of the forest structure is even better recognised when studying
the gains in the estimation of the biomass in coniferous trees in the total
biomass domain and respectively for deciduous trees (Figure 26 and Fig-
ure 27). The gain is next to zero for many cells in France, and less than 5%
in Switzerland, mostly less than 10% in the Czech Republic and a bit higher
in parts of Germany (20-30%).
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Figure 24: Total biomass in coniferous trees estimate: relative gain in standard
error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data
compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in
the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demon-
stration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of esti-
mation cells.

Figure 25: Total biomass in deciduous trees estimate: relative gain in standard
error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates with auxiliary data
compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates without auxiliary data in
the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface area of the demon-
stration study. In each of the five classes is the same number of esti-
mation cells.
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Figure 26: Biomass density in coniferous trees on biomass domain estimate: rel-
ative gain in standard error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates
with auxiliary data compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates with-
out auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface
area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same
number of estimation cells.

Figure 27: Biomass density in deciduous trees on biomass domain estimate: rel-
ative gain in standard error of the nFIESTA modified direct estimates
with auxiliary data compared to the nFIESTA direct estimates with-
out auxiliary data in the 510 estimation cells of 50 km by 50 km surface
area of the demonstration study. In each of the five classes is the same
number of estimation cells.
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5 Conclusions

The conclusions from this study are as follows:

• the new software has been proven to handle easily very large sets of
NFI plot data and auxiliary data

• all features are implemented and work as predicted: single plot and
cluster sampling, trans-national estimation across sampling strata and
country borders, estimation for not complete (reduced) estimation cells,
model-assisted regression estimation

• the efficiency gains when producing estimates with the help of auxil-
iary data are as expected and important in the estimation of the total
biomass or the size of the biomass domain (forest area)

• the gains are, again as expected, much lower in the estimation of the
average per area unit density of the biomass on the biomass domain,
and a bit reduced in the estimation of the total biomass stock in conif-
erous and deciduous trees

• the re-construction of the eFOREST data sets turned out to be more
complicated than expected and it was not possible to get exactly iden-
tical data sets for the comparison of the nFIESTA estimates with the
old estimates

• it is, however, very evident that the estimators are correctly imple-
mented; all estimates are plausible

• the only effect which remains to be investigated is the estimation of
the variance with plot weights given by countries, which is the case
for France, and eventually for estimation cells crossing sampling strata
boundaries

• the new system represents an important step forward in the capabilities
of European NFIs for common reporting, and in its quality

• in the estimation of the total above-ground biomass on forest land,
the Copernicus high-resolution thematic maps represent an important
auxiliary data source for more efficient estimation from NFI field data

• the nFIESTA system itself is designed and constructed non-specifically,
which means that arbitrary NFI plot data target variables can be anal-
ysed in combination with any auxiliary data source available in the
format of a map

• the efficiency gains depend on the power of the available auxiliary data
in the prediction of the NFI plot level target variable values; because
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the quality and the availability of remote sensing data is continuously
improving, the generic and flexible nFIESTA system allows for large
gains in the common provisioning of forest information from NFIs
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